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Heterodyne measurement of parametric dispersion in electromagnetically induced transparency
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Using three phase-locked lasers, we have observed in a three-level system the phase shift of the frequency
fixed coupling laser in dependence of the probe laser frequency relative to an off-resonant reference laser. In
the vicinity of the two-photon resonance, the system exhibits electomagnetically induced transparency and we
show that the dispersion of coupling and probe field shows different spectra if the probe field frequency is
tuned. The parametric dispersion of the coupling field is measured on a cesium atomic beam with a heterodyne
interferometer over several decades of coupling and probe laser power. Even with coupling powers in the nW
range, the interferometer gives a good signal-to-noise ratio. The results are in good agreement with a numerical
simulation of a semiclassical model. Analytical expressions for the dispersion are given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Coherently driven atomic systems have been studied
tensively during the past few decades. The application
coherent laser fields onto atomic systems consisting o
number of states leads to astonishing new effects and
realization of new types of media. One of the most impr
sive effects that can occur is electromagnetically indu
transparency~EIT!: An opaque medium becomes transpar
for a probe laser field in the presence of a coupling fie
Even if it is most unlikely to make laser beams propag
through walls @1#, EIT has been shown to occur in sol
materials@2#.

Likewise, the dispersive properties can be design
Strong positive and negative dispersion can be create
well as a high refractive index@3# or large Kerr nonlinearities
@4#. Negative dispersive transparent media can be use
realize an optical cavity with large buildup but broadba
response~white light cavity! @5,6# or to demonstrate super
luminal light propagation@7#. Strong positive dispersion with
simultaneously vanishing absorption has been used to s
electromagnetic pulses down to extremely low velocities
several meters per second@8#. This large reduction is typi-
cally accompanied by an enhancement of the Kerr nonlin
ity. The Kerr nonlinearity is given by the ratio of the cohe
ence time of the forbidden ground-state transition to
spontaneous-emission time of the alkali-metal atoms use
this demonstration@9#. Scully and co-workers have show
that slow light can enhance the acousto-optical effect
promised applications in quantum optics such as squee
and quantum nondemolition measurements@10#. Positive
dispersive media have also found applications as ultrase
tive magnetometers@11,12# and as a setup of a low finess
but narrow linewidth optical cavity@13#.

A system often used to create EIT is theL-type three-
level system. Two laser fields are coupling two states t
common excited level. No electromagnetic dipole transitio
1050-2947/2001/64~1!/013803~8!/$20.00 64 0138
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are allowed between the two lower states. This system
first studied experimentally in 1976 by Alzettaet al. @14#.
Within a relatively broad absorption~several MHz for alkali-
metal vapors!, there is an extremely narrow transparen
window ~down to 100 Hz and less! for both coupling and
probe field due to destructive quantum interference of
two transition probability amplitudes.

The dispersive properties of this dark resonance h
been studied experimentally focusing on the probe field d
persion@15# or on the relative phase shift between coupli
and probe field@16#. But even in this well-known system
surprising effects can still be found. While the probe fie
shows a broad dispersion line with a narrow inverted disp
sion curve in the center, the coupling field only shows
single narrow dispersive feature at the two-photon resona
We call this behaviorparametric dispersion@17#. In this
work, we will give a detailed overview of the interferometr
method we used to measure the parametric phase shift
the semiclassical model used to describe the phenomen

The parametric dispersion can be seen as a cross cor
tion between the frequency of the probe field and the ph
of the coupling field. On the EIT resonance, it is therefo
possible to realize a lossless opto-optical phase modulato
an opto-optical deflector for the coupling beam.

II. EXPERIMENT

To realize electromagnetic induced transparency, we
using aL-type three-level system in theD2 line ~852 nm! of
133Cs ~see Fig. 1!. The two hyperfine levels of the groun
state are coupled to a common hyperfine level of the exc
state via a coupling and a probe field. The phase shift of
coupling field is measured with a three-beam heterodyne
terferometer relative to a reference field. The coupling a
the probe field prepare the atoms in a coherent superpos
of the two ground states and the reference field is far o
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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resonance from the optical transitions. A simple example
a heterodyne interferometer without an additional refere
field is described in@16#. The advantage of our setup is th
the dispersion of both probe and coupling field can be m
sured independently~and simultaneously!.

Compared to other quasiheterodyne techniques suc
frequency modulation spectroscopy, we can use much hig
frequency offsets for the reference field than is possible
achieve~efficiently! with electro-optic phase modulators.
high-frequency offset avoids unwanted interaction of the r
erence field with the sample. In our experiment, we ha
chosen the frequency offset high enough in comparison
the hyperfine splitting of the excited level and small enou
in comparison to the hyperfine splitting of the ground lev
~9.2 GHz! so that no interaction with the atoms was e
pected. In addition, the use of a separate laser field of
more flexibility to choose frequency, polarization, and inte
sity.

Standard homodyne techniques such as the Mach-Zeh
interferometer require very good mechanical stability of

FIG. 1. L-type three-level system.u i &: eigenstates of the unper
turbed Hamiltonian;gab ,gac : spontaneous emission rates;g0/2:
injection rate;g0: transient loss.
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optical setup. Each change in the arm lengths due to acou
or seismic noise produces an output signal that is indis
guishable from the atomic response. In the heterodyne in
ferometer, this noise only contributes on the scale of
frequency offset of the reference field~which is in the mi-
crowave range! rather than on the scale of an optical fr
quency. For a detailed critical survey of the competiti
methods, i.e., with interferometry and frequency modulat
spectroscopy, the reader is referred to the work of Wi
et al. @18#.

III. SETUP

A schematic of the setup is given in Fig. 2. The hete
dyne interferometer consists of the coupling laser, the pr
laser, and the off-resonant reference laser. The lasers ar
single-mode diode lasers, passively stabilized by a Hollbe
type setup. The linewidth of the lasers is 100 kHz at tim
scales of milliseconds. The coupling laser drives the hyp
fine transition 6s1/2,F53→6p3/2,F854. The frequency is
actively locked with an error signal generated by a Doppl
free polarization spectroscopy. The probe laser frequenc
scanned around the 6s1/2,F54→6p3/2,F854 transition.

In order to achieve maximum coherence effects, the th
fields are phase-stabilized in a chain of two phase-loc
loops. The difference frequencydv ref /(2p)'1 GHz be-
tween coupling and reference field is provided by an ult
stable tuneable microwave synthesizer~Rhode&Schwartz,
SMT06!. All fluctuations of the laser difference frequenc
are eliminated by the phase-locked loop~PLL!. Care was
taken that the reference laser field did not interact with
atomic sample. The second PLL locks the probe field to
reference field with a difference frequency ofdvprobe
FIG. 2. Experimental setup.Prb., Cpl. and Ref.: probe, coupling, and reference laser;i : parallel polarization;': vertical polarization;
B1,B2: power beam splitters;P: polarizer;P(45°): polarizer under 45° with respect to the incident polarization;R: l/2 retarder;WP:
Wollaston prism;Cs: cesium atomic beam;SMF: single-mode fiber;PD: photodiodes;LO: local oscillator;SA: spectrum analyzer;DBM:
double balanced mixer;LMA: limiting amplifier; ADC/DAQ: analog-digital converter/data acquisition;PLL: optical phase-locked loop.
3-2
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HETERODYNE MEASUREMENT OF PARAMETRIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 013803
5dv ref1d12p 9.192 631 77 GHz, whered is the two-
photon detuning. The difference frequency is generated b
second tuneable microwave synthesizer~Rhode&Schwartz,
SMP02!. When all lasers are phase-locked, the beat sig
between any two lasers cannot be resolved within a res
tion bandwidth of 3 Hz on the spectrum analyzer. The
sidual phase noise of the PLL is 1024 rad/AHz. For a de-
tailed description of the technique of optical phase locki
the reader is referred to@19#.

Coupling and reference field are superposed at the b
splitter B1. The beam splitter divides the fields into the r
erence and probe arm of the heterodyne interferometer
B2, the probe field is superposed. One output continues
the probe arm while the other output is used to detect
beat signal between the probe and reference field. This
signal is detected with a fiber-coupled 25-GHz bandwi
p-i -n photodiode~PD4, New Focus 1431! and observed on a
Tektronix 2782 spectrum analyzer. The signal is demo
lated at dvprobe with a double-balanced microwave mixe
(DBM2, Miteq M0812!. The intermediate frequency outpu
provides the error signal for the PLL between the refere

FIG. 3. Typical observed spectra of the parametric phase s
dwcoupl ~A! and the corresponding absorptiona (B). In C and D,
phase shift and absorption of the probe field are shown. Probe
coupling laser intensity were 2.5 mW/cm2.
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and probe field. The beat signal between the reference
coupling field is detected with a similarp-i -n photodiode at
the end of the reference arm (PD3). The signal is split, and
one part is mixed with a local oscillator frequency atdv ref

(DBM1, Miteq DM0052LA2!. The mixer output is the erro
signal for the PLL. The frequency of the beat signal is o
served with another microwave spectrum analy
~HP8562E!.

The reference and coupling field are horizontally pol
ized and the probe field is polarized vertically. After th
interaction zone, the probe beam is separated from the o
fields with a Wollaston prism~extinction better than 1025).
The beat between reference and coupling field is dete
with a 1-GHz bandwidth photoreceiver (PD1, New Focus
1601!. The signal is amplified to a constant level by a lim
ing microwave amplifier~LMA, Miteq AMF-5F009011-30-
10P-LM! and demodulated with the signal from the refe
ence arm with a microwave mixer (DBM3, Miteq
DM0052LA2!.

To achieve good mode matching in the probe arm,
three fields are guided through a single-mode fiber~New
Focus 1234!. After the fiber, the fields are collimated with a
achromatic lens doublet that produces a waist in the inte
tion zone ofw52200mm. The intensity distribution after the
collimator correlates to 97% with a Gaussian profile, me
sured with a Melles-Griot beam analyzer. The intensity
the fields is controlled by metallic neutral density filters. T
filters are mounted on stable wheels to get good reprod
ibility.

A continuous flow reflux oven@20# produces a beam o
cesium atoms with a collimation ratio of 1:50. The rest Do
pler width of the optical transition and of the two-photo
resonance is 4.5 MHz and 120 Hz, respectively. At 180 °
the atomic density is 83108 cm23, and from the Maxwell
distribution law we derive the most probable velocity of t
atoms,v5240 m/s. The average transient time through
2.2-mm waist of the laser beam is thent5w/v'1025 s. The
width of the atomic beam and therefore the length of
interaction region is 5 mm. An additional nitrogen-coole
aperture ensures a low background of cesium gas in
ultrahigh-vacuum chamber (,1028 mbar!. Six coils in the
three spatial directions, in the Helmholtz configuration, su

ift

nd
e

.

FIG. 4. Left: Absolute value of
the observed parametric phas
shift of the coupling field with
probe laser intensity 3.1 mW/cm2.
The solid curve shows the
semiclassical solution from Eq
~A10!. Right: Linewidth of the
dispersion curve. The circles show
the approximated solution forg0

5105 s21!g from Eq. ~5.3!.
HWHM: half-width at half maxi-
mum.
3-3
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press unwanted magnetic fields in the interaction region
low 5 mG.

IV. SIGNALS

While phases and amplitudes in the reference arm rem
constant, the phase of the coupling field in the probe arm
shifted bydwcoupl(d). This phase shift depends on the pro
detuningd. The beat signals of the probe and reference a
are electronically multiplied by the mixer DBM3. The mixer
output signal then provides the desired phase informatio

I mix~d!}~E0
couplE0

ref!2e2a(d) lsin@dwcoupl~d!2f#,

with f5dv ref(Lprobe2L ref)/c, where Lprobe/ref are the arm
lengths of the interferometer. This off-resonant phase shif
is adjusted ton 2p (n50,1,2, . . . ) by anappropriate choice
of the reference frequencydv ref . In this case, the interfer
ometer is most sensitive to phase shifts and the respon
linear for small phase shifts. The mixer output signal is lo
pass filtered~20 Hz, 18 dB/Oct!.

The absorption of the coupling and probe field is simp
obtained from the dc signals of the detectors PD1 and PD2,
respectively:

I 1~d!}~E0
coupl!2e22acoupl(d) l1~E0

ref!2, ~4.1!

I 2~d!}~E0
probe!2e22aprobe(d) l . ~4.2!

The dc outputs of the detectors are limited to a bandwidth
20 Hz ~18 dB/Oct!. The amplitude and phase signals a
digitized for further digital processing and stored on a PC

To measure a spectrum of the parametric phase shift
the coupling field absorption, the probe field is scanned650
MHz around the two-photon resonance while the coupl
field is fixed to the 6s1/2,F53→6p3/2,F854 transition.
Typical spectra are shown in Fig. 3.

We recorded spectra for coupling field powers from 1
nW to 4.2 mW with a fixed probe power of 140mW. Each
spectrum was fitted to the theoretical spectrum. From the
we derived the dispersion in the center and the linewid
The linewidth was also compared to the width of the cor
sponding dark resonance and found to be in good agreem
The results of the fits are collected in Fig. 4. The maxim
dispersion ofdwcoupl8 50.16 rad/MHz is achieved in the low
coupling power regime.

Figure 5 demonstrates the good performance of the
erodyne method for 1.2-nW and 370-mW coupling and probe
field intensity, respectively. The scan duration was 50 s
the long period noise was mainly determined by fluctuatio
of the atomic beam intensity.

In a second experiment, we varied the probe field pow
from 2.3 mW to 1.1 mW~see Fig. 6!. We obtained a maxi-
mum dispersion ofdwcoupl8 5330 mrad/MHz at a probe powe
of 380 mW. The dispersion decreases at both higher a
lower powers, in contrast to the former case, but in acc
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dance with the model. The experiment was performed at
different atomic densities. As expected, there is no influe
of the density on the linewidth. Nevertheless, the dispers
shows a linear increase with the density because the sa
is still optically thin.

V. SEMICLASSICAL MODEL

The system under investigation is well described by
simple semiclassical model, treating the atoms quantum
chanically and the fields classically. The eigenstatesun&, n
5a,b,c of the unperturbed HamiltonianHA are coupled by
the electric fieldsEj (r ,t)5Re@E0

j exp(ivjt2kW jrW)#, wherekW j is
the wave vector for the field at frequencyv j ( j
5probe, coupl). The coupling strength is given by the R
frequencies Vai ,i 5b,c, which are defined asVa b/c

5ma b/cE0
probe/coupl/(2\) with the dipole matrix elements

ma b/c .
From the lifetime of the excited level of 30.5 ns@21#, we

derive the transition ratesgab52p32.18 MHz and gac
52p33.05 MHz. The ground-state coherence lifetime
much longer than the time the atoms spend in the interac
region because no dipole transitions are allowed and the
lision rate is very low. So the effective ground-state coh
ence decay is equal to the transient loss rateg0, which is
given by the inverse of the timet it takes for an atom to
travel through the laser field. On the other hand, the ato
are entering the interaction region with a rateg0. Therefore,

FIG. 5. Measured phase shift of the coupling beam over a s
of 100 MHz as a function of the two-photon detuning. The coupli
power is 1.2 nW, the probe power is 37mW, and the maximum
phase shift is 88 mrad.
3-4
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FIG. 6. Left: Absolute value of
the observed parametric phas
shift of the coupling field with
coupling laser intensity 0.58
mW/cm2. Right: Linewidth of the
dispersion curve. The dots and th
squares correspond to a density
0.883109 cm23 and 0.423109

cm23, respectively. The solid and
the dashed curves show the sem
classical solutions from Eq
~A10!.
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the two ground states are populated with the injection r
g0/2.

The semiclassical master equation~A9! is given in the
Appendix. The steady-state solutions of this set of coup
differential equations can be derived analytically. The si
plest way to illustrate the different behavior of the parame
dispersion is by numerical simulation. In Fig. 7, typical r
sults of a numerical simulation are shown. GraphA shows
the steady-state solution for the real part ofrac , which cor-
responds to the phase shift of the coupling field. The sp
trum shows a single narrow dispersive profile. In contras
this, the real part ofrab ~corresponding to the phase shift
the probe field! shows the well-known double structur
~graph C) with the broad usual dispersion profile and t
narrow inverted feature in the center, resulting from coh
ence effects. The imaginary part of both coupling and pro
coherence shows similar EIT behavior, as one can see f
Fig. 7,B andD. Clearly, this is no violation of the Kramers
Kronig relation because the parameter that is varied is
frequency of the probe laser, while the coupling laser f
quency stays resonant with the coupling transition. Hence

FIG. 7. Theoretical spectra of the parametric phase shiftdw ~A!
and the corresponding absorptiona (B). In C and D, phase shift
and absorption of the probe field are shown. Hereg05105 s21,
gab52p32.18 MHz, gac52p33.05 MHz, Vab5Vac50.3g,
Dac50, andN5109 cm23.
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call this behavior parametric dispersion.
The absorption coefficientacoupl(d) and the deviation of

the refractive index from unitydncoupl(d) are experimentally
accessible and are related to the density-matrix element
follows:

Re~rac!

Vac
5

\

2pNmac
2

dncoupl~d!, ~5.1!

Im~rac!

Vac
5

\c

2pNvacmac
2

acoupl~d! ~5.2!

if we assume an optically thin sample withacoupl(d)! l 21. N
is the atomic density andl is the interaction length. The
resulting phase shift isdwcoupl(d)5dncoupl(d)vcoupll /c.

The dispersion of the two fields is the derivative of t
real part of the matrix elementsrac andrab with respect to
the two-photon detuningd over the corresponding Rabi fre
quency. The exact steady-state solutions we get from
master equation are given in the Appendix. The parame
dispersion~A10! reduces to

FIG. 8. Calculated absolute value of the dispersionwcoupl8
5ncoupl8 vcoupll /c of the coupling field for various probe field inten
sities with g52p35.22 MHz, g05105 s21, and N5109 cm23.
The low power limit has a maximum of 5.5 rad/MHz atVab

50.04g.
3-5
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FIG. 9. Absolute value of the
parametric dispersion wcoupl8
5ncoupl8 vcoupll /c as a function of
the Rabi frequencies.g5gab

5gac52p35.22 MHz, g05105

s21, and N5109 cm23. Left:
Vab50.2g; Right: Vac50.2g.
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g0g12Ṽ2D 2

~5.3!

if we assume a very small decay rate of the ground-s
coherenceg0!g,Vab/c , where g5gab1gac , Ṽ25Vab

2

1Vac
2 , and Cc5(2pNmac

2 )/\. The maximum achievable
parametric dispersion is thusCc(2g0g)21 at a probe Rabi
frequency ofVab5Ag0g/2, where the decay rate of th
ground-state coherenceg0 in our case is given by the invers
of the interaction time. In principle, the ground-state coh
ence can be very long-lived using cells with antirelaxat
coated walls or filled with buffer gas@22,23#. For a given
probe Rabi frequency, the parametric dispersion is cons
for small coupling intensities. On the other side, if the co
pling intensity is fixed, the parametric dispersion decrease
lower and higher probe intensities. This behavior is plot
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

The probe field dispersion~A11! becomes

nprobe8 'CpS 2Vac

g0g12Ṽ2D 2

~5.4!

for g0!g,Vab/c . This quantity is a measure for the grou
velocity reduction of a pulse propagating through an E
medium. The exact solution of the probe field dispersion
plotted in Fig. 10. The notches in this graph indicate
01380
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change of sign in the dispersion. At these intensities, the d
resonance vanishes and the one-photon dispersion is lef

VI. SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have shown that the spectrum of
parametric dispersion can be reproduced with a stand
semiclassical approach. We have measured the param
phase shift and the linewidth of the EIT resonance for a w
range of probe and coupling field intensities with a new h
erodyne interferometer with an off-resonant reference fie
With this we achieved a significantly high signal-to-noi
ratio for coupling powers down to 1.2 nW. All experiment
results were found to be in good agreement with the se
classical model.

The parametric dispersion offers the possibility to cont
the refractive index of a medium at a certain wavelength w
a field of another wavelength. Losses are nearly comple
suppressed in the vicinity of a dark resonance. By th
means, the coupling beam can be deflected by an angle
trolled by the probe frequency. It is therefore possible
realize an opto-optical scanner. An opto-optical phase mo
lator can be realized in the same way. The phase of
coupling field is controlled nearly without loss by tuning th
probe field frequency.

The phase of the coupling field can also be used as
error signal for a feedback control of the difference betwe
s
n

FIG. 10. Absolute value of the
probe field dispersion wprobe8
5nprobe8 vprobel /c as a function of
the Rabi frequencies. The notche
are roots where the dispersio
changes its sign.g5gab5gac

52p35.22 MHz, g05105 s21,
N5109 cm23. Left: Vab50.2g;
Right: Vac50.2g. The scaling is
the same as in Fig. 9.
3-6
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HETERODYNE MEASUREMENT OF PARAMETRIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 013803
probe and coupling frequency. The losses in the probe po
can be kept negligible in the vicinity of the dark resonan
The error signal is extremely steep because the dark r
nance is much sharper than usual atomic resonances. Ex
ing this difference frequency from the microwave into t
optical regime, it is possible to close large gaps in freque
chains.
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APPENDIX: ALGEBRAIC SOLUTIONS

The dispersion can be calculated with a semiclass
model where the ensemble is treated quantum mechani
and the fields are treated classically. The detunings of
two fields from the one-photon transitions are

Dab5vprobe2~va2vb!, ~A1!

Dac5vcoupl2~va2vc!, ~A2!

whereDab is the probe field detuning andDac is the coupling
field detuning from the respective atomic transition frequ
cies va2vb and va2vc . The two-photon detuningd is
then

d5Dab2Dac . ~A3!

The refractive index of the ensemblencoupl/probe51
1dncoupl/probefor the coupling and the probe laser field c
be calculated from the matrix elements of the density ope
tor r:

dncoupl~d!5
2pNmac

2

\

Re~rac!

Vac
, ~A4!

dnprobe~d!5
2pNmab

2

\

Re~rab!

Vab
. ~A5!

The dispersion is defined as the derivative of the refrac
index with respect to the two-photon detuningd:

ncoupl8 5
2pNmac

2

\

]

]d S Re~rac!

Vac
D , ~A6!
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nprobe8 5
2pNmab

2

\

]

]d S Re~rab!

Vab
D . ~A7!

We are now using a standard density-matrix approach~see,
e.g.,@24#!. The dynamical behavior of the density matrixr is
given by the equation of motion~master equation!

ṙ52
i

\
@HA2mW EW ,r#1relaxation terms, ~A8!

wherem̂ is the electrical dipole operator andEW is the sum of
the two electrical fields. The relaxation terms are added
phenomenological way~see@25#, and references therein!.

With a transformation into the interaction picture and n
glecting the fast oscillating terms~rotating-wave approxima-
tion!, the master equation becomes

ṙcc5g0/22g0rcc1gacraa1 i ~Vacrca2Vcarac!,

ṙbb5g0/22g0rbb1gabraa1 i ~Vabrba2Vbarab!,

ṙaa52~g01gab1gac!raa2 i ~Vabrba2Vbarab!

2 i ~Vacrca2Vcarac!, ~A9!

ṙab52Gabrab2 iVab~rbb2raa!2 iVacrcb ,

ṙac52Gacrac2 iVac~rcc2raa!2 iVabrbc ,

ṙbc52Gbcrcb1 iVacrba2 iVbarac .

The decay rates are

Gab5 1
2 ~2g01gab1gac!1 iDab ,

Gac5
1
2 ~2g01gab1gac!1 iDac ,

Gbc5g02 id.

Setting the time derivatives to zero,ṙ50, we obtain the
steady-state equations. This set of coupled linear equat
can be solved analytically. We assume the coupling field
be on resonance (Dac50,Dab5d). Without any further as-
sumptions, the steady-state solution of the master equa
~A9! yields the following expression for the dispersion of t
coupling field at the two-photon resonance:
]

]d S Re~rac!

Vac
D5

4Vac
2 $g0~g1g0!~g12g0!~g13g0!1@4gac~g14g0!16g0

2#Vab
2 1@4~gab1g0!~g12g0!22g0

2#Vac
2 %

~2g01g!@2g0
21gg012Ṽ2#2@g0~g1g0!~g12g0!1~4gac18g0!Vab

2 1~4gab18g0!Vac
2 #

.

~A10!

The dispersion of the probe field becomes
3-7
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]

]d S Re~rab!

Vab
D

5
2g0~g1g0!@g0~g12g0!12Vab

2 #2

~2g01g!@2g0
21gg012Ṽ2#2@g0~g1g0!~g12g0!1~4gac18g0!Vab

2 1~4gab18g0!Vac
2 #

2
4$g0~g12g0!~g21g0

214g0gac!12@g0
222g0~gab23gac!12ggac#Vab

2 %Vac
2 28~g12g0!~g012gab!Vac

4

~2g01g!@2g0
21gg012Ṽ2#2@g0~g1g0!~g12g0!1~4gac18g0!Vab

2 1~4gab18g0!Vac
2 #

~A11!

with Ṽ25Vab
2 1Vac

2 andg5gab1gac .
re

ett.

.

m
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